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DESCRIPTION:

Models, methods, and practices of employee acquisition, including,
human resource planning, job analysis, recruitment, selection and
retention management, to achieve organizational effectiveness.

RATIONALE:

Talent acquisition is a critical organizational and primary human resource
function, concerned with the acquisition, deployment, and retention of the
organization’s workforce. This course examines the core staffing
activities, i.e. recruitment, selection, and employment, as well as the
staffing support activities, such as legal compliance, human resource
planning, and job analysis. Knowledge in these areas is needed by
students who plan to work in the human resource management
profession or in other managerial or entrepreneurial positions.

LEARNING OUTCOMES:

As a result of taking this course, the student should be able to:

1. Explain staffing core activities, and examine how these activities
contribute to retention management and organizational effectiveness.

2. Explain staffing support activities, and examine how these activities
contribute to an effective staffing system.

3. Analyze and apply knowledge of the staffing function to contemporary
organizations.
METHOD OF TEACHING
AND LEARNING:

In congruence with the learning and teaching strategy of the college, the
following tools are used:

 Class lectures, interactive learning, class discussions, video
presentations, and practical problems solved in class.

 Exercises and primary source documents, which are reviewed in
class

 Office hours: students are encouraged to make full use of the office
hours of their instructor, where they can ask questions, see their
exam paper, and/or go over lecture material.

 Use of Blackboard, where instructors post lecture notes, online
quizzes assignment instructions, required
announcements, as well as additional resources.
ASSESSMENT:

Summative:
First assessment
Written project; Individual; 1,500-1,900 words
Final assessment
Final examination (2-hour, essay-type)

readings,

timely

50%

50%

Formative:

1

Case studies, experiential exercises, and
article reviews

0%

The formative practice sets aim to prepare students for the examinations
and ensure that students are actively engaged during the term.
The written project tests Learning Outcome 3.
The final examination tests Learning Outcomes 1 and 2.
Students are required to resit failed assessments in this module.
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COMMUNICATION
REQUIREMENTS:

Use of appropriate academic conventions as applicable in oral and
written communications.

SOFTWARE
REQUIREMENTS:

MS Office

WWW RESOURCES:

www.cipd.co.uk
www.economist.com
www.fortune.com
www.hbr.org
www.reuters.com
www.shrm.org
www.wsj.com

INDICATIVE CONTENT:

1. Staffing models and strategy.
2. Core staffing activities:
 External recruitment
 Internal recruitment
 External selection
 Internal selection
3. Staffing support activities:
 Legal Compliance
 HR Planning
 Job analysis
4. Staffing system management
 Retention management
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